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New introductions and announcements.
Baxter says it’s all about business and
perception.
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Odds On Records and Recording

High rolling Las Vegas recording hot spot with 		
a multiroom complex and old-school plans.
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He never tired of the experience ... on
Woodstock, Hendrix, heavy metal, 5.1 DVDs
and 45 years of classic rock.

The Resolution Awards 2009 celebrate
‘Quality and Innovation’ in professional
equipment.
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Dan Carey

Acoustical simulations, electroacoustics and
audio monitor systems explained in the last
part of our WSDG self-build series.

From dub to Franz Ferdinand, producer Dan
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Philip Newell revisits and updates his initial
article in V7.3 with some new findings.

Music shop salesman turned DJ turned
producer and writer tells us about the plight
and mindset of the modern artist.
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Definitive digital dates.
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Many top commercial recording facilities still
thrive; we look at the strategies and innovative
ideas behind their continued success.
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With revenue tides turning, producer
record royalties are taking a hit. Dan talks
about getting the point.
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Sound facilities can no longer avoid knowing a 		
little bit more about their picture, we tune in to
a solution.

Can some people really hear better than
others? Can hearing be trained? Watkinson
argues that it can and should be.
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